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  ABSTRACT 
The demonstration protection is a right that has been guaranteed in the law. Both in the 

act of Independence expressed public opinion and the law governing human rights. 

However, in reality the guarantee against the protection of demonstrations is not 

implemented in accordance with the provisions of the legislation. This study was conducted 

with a qualitative method approach, namely by using normative juridical strategy 

techniques, by approaching the study of legislation (Statute approach). Thus, the 

Indonesian Democratic state should produce and recommend that the state must guarantee 

legal certainty firmly against the protection of demonstrations in Indonesia, take firm 

action against anarchism actions both carried out by participants of the demonstration and 

the conduct of law enforcement officers in this case the TNI-POLRI which resulted in the 

loss of a person's life protected by, then both parties, both participants of the demonstration 

and law enforcement, must obey and submit to the rules of law. So that the Indonesian 

people guarantee legal certainty, uphold democratic values, and freedom of opinion. In the 

state of Indonesian law 

Keywords: Legal Certainty, Demonstration, Freedom of Opinion, Human Rights, 

Democratic State. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Legal protection for demonstrations has been regulated in Law No. 9 of 1998 concerning  

independence to express public opinion in Article 5 point (b) which states that "citizens who 

express public opinion in advance are entitled to obtain legal protection" [1] while the meaning 

of legal protection according to Satjipto Raharjo [2] is "providing protection to human rights 

harmed by others and the protection is given to the law is a variety of legal remedies that must 

be given by law enforcement officers to provide a sense of security, both mentally and 

 
1 Author is a student at Universitas Jayabaya, Indonesia. 
2 Author is a student at Universitas Banten Jaya, Indonesia. 
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physically from interference and various threats from any party”. 

In this case, the intention set forth in Law No. 9 of 1998 article 5 point (B) on the independence 

of public opinion in advance is not explained clearly how is meant by the legal protection of 

demonstrations that convey in freedom of opinion that causes victims of persecution and death 

from demonstrations in the application of freedom of opinion. The meaning of legal protection 

in Article 5 point (B) is only limited to explaining legal protection, it is not explained how the 

application of legal protection is enforced to protect demonstrations, so in practice the meaning 

of legal protection for victims of violence and the death of the demonstration action cannot be 

applied completely, so that many victims of violence and death cannot be investigated 

completely and the escape of legal certainty in Indonesia. As in the demonstration conducted 

by students and students (SMA/STM) related to the revision of the Criminal Code Bill and the 

Omnibuslaw law and some legislation products that will be passed by the DPR and the 

government ended with repressive actions by the police, not a few students in various regions 

who became victims and injured and even died [3] 

The above needs a legal certainty that must be set expressly related to the number of victims 

and even to death at the time of carrying out the demonstration, until now the number of victims 

of persecution died, but the legal process that occurred is not complete law enforcement related 

to the perpetrators of violence committed by law enforcement officers themselves, so that the 

context of legal protection referred to in Article 5 point b in Law No. 9 of 1998 can be said to 

be an article that is not firm in explaining the legal protection of demonstrations, although in 

fact the article will always be bumped against the authority of the Police Chief Regulation No. 

7 of 2012 on procedures for service delivery, security, and handling of public opinion 

submission cases [4] 

In the context of the Indonesian state of law, it should be for those who commit violations of 

the law, it can be subject to sanctions both criminally and civilly for perpetrators who result in 

causing victims, because the characteristics of the state of law are respecting human rights. So, 

thus there is no privilege or cutting down in law enforcement in the Indonesian Legal state, 

anyone who does it can be subject to criminal sanctions even if it is done by security forces or 

law enforcement, then all must be equal in position before the law. This creates for a just legal 

certainty in Indonesia as a country that upholds the values of legal equality in society. The state 

of Indonesia as a state of law has been described in the 1945 Constitution Article 1 Paragraph 

3. 

Records in the history of the occurrence of victims died during the demonstration in Indonesia 
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occurred on May 12 , 1998 victims died 4 students were shot by officials during the action of 

President Suharto's decline to step down from the position of President [5], data from the 

Indonesian Legal Aid Foundation (YLBHI) and National Commission on Human Rights 

Indonesia showed that there were 52 people died in demonstrations held throughout 2019 [6],  

In the demonstration ahead of the ratification of RUUKUHP, there were 5 victims died and 

dozens of other students were injured in the category of heavy and light injuries. [7] And in 

other reports the protesters who were arrested claimed they were dragged, molested, 

gangbanged, beaten, and kicked by police [7] 

While the sangksi imposed by the police on the perpetrators of the shooting during the 

demonstration carried out by students in Kendari was only subject to disciplinary sanctions 

against 6 police, the shooting killed 2 students of Halu Uleo University (UHO) on September 

26, 2019 [6] And for the shooting events during the New Order period the Semanggi and 

Trisakti demonstration events until now the authors have not obtained data related to the 

settlement of criminal acts against security forces so that the death of the victims of the 

demonstration, this also includes during the demonstration in 2019 the victims of the death of 

demonstrators when fighting for the Criminal Code Bill which reaps polemics and ahead of the 

passage of the Omnibuslaw law. 

Recently there has been a return in sudan a coup event that has claimed lives, 2 demonstrators 

were reported to have been shot dead in the Sudanese capital on Wednesday 17 November 

2021. The shooting occurred as demonstrators gathered in Khartoum and in other cities to 

demonstrate against the military's takeover of power on October 25, 2021. Witnesses said 

security forces fired tear gas at a number of demonstration sites and cut off cellular 

communication networks during the demonstration. The purpose of the demonstration was to 

disapprove the public of the coup carried out by the military and to be returned to the civil 

authorities and to ask the court to prosecute the military leaders who carried out the coup [8] 

This year, Myanmar security forces shot dead at least 12 people killed in protests against the 

military coup. The incident was on Thursday 11 March 2021, and the UN Security Council 

called for security forces to stop using deadly weapons. According to the advocacy group 

asistance Association for Pollitical Prisoners (AAPP), more than 70 people have been killed 

since the time has continued to descend on the streets to oppose the coup. Thursday March 11, 

2021 was the bloodiest day since the military took power on February 01, 2021, the military, 

which accused of electoral fraud last year, detained the chairman of the National League for 

Democracy (NLD) party Aung San Suu kyi, and President Win Myint. Tom Andrews, a U. N. 

human rights investigator in Myanmar, said there was growing evidence that Myanmar's 
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military may have committed crimes against humanity. [9] 

Departing from a problem that has been outlined above, the author is interested in conducting 

a deep study study explaining in detail from the sources of the problem and finding a solution 

related to the theme of “legal certainty to the protection of demonstrations in the application of 

the right to freedom of expression based on Human Rights Studies”. 

(A) Research Methodology 

This research is normative [10] assessment techniques used in this study is to use the approach 

of legislation or statute aprroach [11], the legislation as a basis for research to strengthen the 

phenomenon that is being examined, in this discussion is more dominant reinforced is the 

approach side of the 1945 Constitution Article 28, Law No. 39 of 1999 on Human Rights and 

Law No. 9 of 1998 on the independence of public opinion. The research materials used are 

primary legal materials, and secondary legal materials. Primary legal material [12] is more 

identical in the study of legislation and regulations that surround it, while secondary legal 

material [12] is additional legal material that supports and reinforces the primary legal material, 

such as: books and journals that review the object being studied and other data to strengthen 

this research. 

II. RESEARCH RESULTS 
The Urgency Of Legal Protection Against Demonstrations As A Manifestation Of Human 

Rights Enforcement In Indonesia 

Human rights are the fundamental rights that every person living in the world has guaranteed 

by law. Aristotle, a Greek thinker in the IV century BC explained, the harmony of human life 

in society, to achieve the purpose of life, then humans need other humans, so that the existence 

of society is absolute so that individuals can have meaning and can develop [13]. This thought 

was accepted by society at that time so that it developed the emergence of state institutions, 

then in the XII century Thomas Aquinas emphasized that man is a social creature that needs 

society and can develop his personality and ratio. 

The end of the XIV century came a new idea from John Lock that humans have rights that can 

not be eliminated inherent in the human being, namely: Life, Liberty, and Prosperity [14] The 

state shall protect these rights from any act of appropriation by any person. This thought 

became the basic idea of the emergence of the human rights defenders thought movement in 

the West. In a later development J. J. Rousseau with his social contract stated that state power 

arises based on a contract between all members of society with to form a government [15] The 
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state cannot revoke the fundamental rights of individuals and societies, and even the state must 

protect the rights of individuals. The ideas of John lock and Rousseau became the basis for the 

development of ideas about the guarantee of Human Rights, and influenced the thinking and 

development that led to the revolution in France and the United States. 

According to the phrase of John Stuart Mill, British philosopher in the 17th century who 

persevered to fight for freedom and affirm it in social life, he said “the wider the freedom of 

expression is opened in a society, the society or civilization is more advanced and developed 

[16] Freedom of expression is very important to be guaranteed protection so that people do not 

feel worried every express an opinion in criticizing the shortcomings of government policy. 

Freedom of expression actually benefits all parties, both the government and the citizens 

themselves. Expressing opinions is often done when people feel disappointed about the failed 

performance of the government [17] 

When referring to the history of the Bill of rights 1689, it can be seen that the act was first 

coined in 1689 and accepted by the English Parliament. The bill of rights 1689 provides for: 

a. Freedom to speak and express opinions. 

b. Freedom to elect members of Parliament. 

c. Parliament has the right to change the decisions made by the King. 

d. The right of every citizen to embrace religion according to their own beliefs. 

e. Laws, taxes and the formation of standing army forces must be authorized by Parliament 

The Bill of Rights is a charter of Human Rights issued during the administration of George 

Washington. The bill of rights is the Declaration of Rights and the name for ten amendments 

to the American Constitution made to protect the original rights of liberty and property. The 

Bill of Rights was introduced by James Madison at the First United States Congress in 1789 as 

a series of legislative articles. Subsequently adopted by the House of Representatives on 21 

August 1789, it was formally submitted by joint resolution on 25 September 1789 and entered 

into force as a constitutional amendment on 15 December 1791. 

The essence of the 10 amendments is as follows [18] 

a. State law is not to sponsor religion or prohibit the implementation of freedom of religion 

& speech as well as the rights of the people to gather peacefully and petition. 

b. In all criminal prosecutions, the accused has the right to prompt and open trial by a neutral 

jury originating in the state and district in which the criminal act was committed. 

c. A militia must be well organized for the security of a Free State. There should be no 

restriction on the right of the people to own and use weapons. 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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d. People have the right to feel safe in their existence, their homes, written records and 

property from searches and confiscations that have no reason at all. 

e. No person shall be held accountable for a criminal act punishable by death or 

imprisonment, except on the basis of a filing or charge from a grand jury, or while serving 

in times of war or public danger. 

f. Soldiers may not be placed in any house, without the permission of the owner, either in 

peacetime or in wartime, unless otherwise provided by law. 

g. In cases under common law, where the disputed amount is worth more than twenty dollars, 

the right to be tried by a jury must be retained, and facts that have been tried by a jury must 

not be reviewed in any other court in the United States, except in accordance with the rules 

of common law. 

h. Powers that are neither delegated nor prevented by the Constitution to the United States 

and the states shall be ceded to the people or reserved to the states. 

i. Excessive bail will not be required, excessive fines will not be imposed, cruel and 

extraordinary penalties will not be imposed  

In Indonesia Human Rights are regulated in Law No. 39 of 1999 on Human Rights, the 

guarantee of human rights in it explains related to the right to freedom of expression is part of 

Human Rights (Human Rights) regulated in the 1945 Constitution Article 28A-J and regulated 

every human being who lives get the same human rights for all humans and, so with the 

protection of human rights stipulated in the law and the protection of independence to express 

public opinion, it is permissible for every citizen or from community groups to demonstrate to 

reject policies that are considered to disagree or feel objected to the existence of these policies, 

because the state of Indonesia is a democratic country, this means that a country that is ready 

to accommodate aspirations where if there is a policy from the government that is not approved, 

it can express its opinion by demonstrating and it is allowed in accordance with the provisions 

of applicable legislation [19]. 

The history of demonstrations carried out before and during the post-Reformation continues to 

flow from the time when there was some history of large demonstrations carried out by the 

public against government policy. Among them are: demonstrations in 1998 to lower president 

Suharto, demonstrations against the fuel increase policy in 2012, demonstrations against the 

Criminal Code Bill and the revision of the KPK Law in 2019, and demonstrations against the 

Ciptakerja law in 2020, and demonstrations against the extension of Presidential Power 3 

periods in 2022. The history of demonstrations carried out by the people throughout post-

Reformation history still exists, with few, moderate, and many, in the period of the 
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demonstration. Of course, in the demonstration, it is not allowed to use violence both verbal 

and physical violence, both carried out by protesters and those carried out by the state security 

in this case is the TNI/POLRI. 

Democracy and civil liberties in expressing public opinion are two very important things for a 

country that adheres to the state system of law. Civil Liberties include [20] 

a. Freedom Of Thought 

b. Freedom Of Speech (Demonstration) 

c. Freedom of Assembly and association 

d. Freedom Of Religion 

e. Freedom Of The Press 

A Democratic state is very dependent on the establishment of civil rights, if the civil rights are 

not enforced by the state then the country can not be said to be a democracy. Democracy itself 

is known as a system of government that prioritizes the voice of the people, and the opinion of 

the people will return for the benefit of the people, a democratic government is a government 

that comes from the people, by the people, and for the people. However, how can this be 

realized without involving freedom of opinion, because only with this freedom of opinion, the 

state can be said to be a democratic country, democracy is part of the principles of the Civil 

Society concept [21] in order to become Good Governance and Clean Governance [22]. 

Indonesia's ratification of the International Convention on civil and political rights as well as 

economic, social, and cultural rights requires Indonesia to apply the rules on these rights in its 

government. Freedom of opinion is one part of civil and political rights that must get regulatory 

space in society. The implementation of freedom of opinion itself is still not running well in 

practice cases related to freedom of opinion, the issue that occurs is no longer a global issue 

and even a national issue and the issue of certain regions in Indonesia, indeed freedom of 

opinion is better than the new order period. Because at the time of the New Order there was no 

legal guarantee, and there was no regulation to declare freedom of opinion, so that civil society 

was easily arrested and beredel and the media was always controlled by the government for the 

media/people who expressed opinions but were not in line with the government's wishes. In 

contrast to the era of reform that has issued a regulation of freedom of opinion regulated in the 

Constitution and law. So that freedom in expressing opinions in the era of reform can be said 

to be more democratic [23] 

According to Law Number 9 of 1998 on independence, there is an opinion on Article 5 point 

b, it is said that there is protection against demonstrations, in the content of the law only 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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explains the protection of demonstrations, but in fact if there are victims of demonstrations that 

culminate the loss of one's life due to the anarchic demonstrations carried out by the security 

apparatus, the apparatus was not strictly enforced in accordance with the HAM law and the 

Independence Law presented an opinion on the protection of the demonstration contained in 

Article 5 point b. It needs to be strictly acted upon, because Indonesia is a country of law and 

a democratic country, then there is no specialisation or mitigation for anyone who commits an 

offense, must be processed legally fairly and the legal process must be open so that the public 

get full trust there is no element of manipulation in processing repressive actions carried out 

by the security apparatus TNI-Polri that is wrong, certainly in order to maintain justice and 

legal certainty in Indonesia. 

Implementation Of Legal Certainty On Demonstration Protection In Indonesia 

Demonstrations in Indonesia are often ended by anarchism [24] It seems that democracy in 

Indonesia has not reached maturity, or it is part of the culture of the nation in demonstrating. If 

it is necessary to be straightened out for the demonstration culture to be good without ending 

with an act of anarchism. So that it does not affect anything that harms all parties. As such, it 

is necessary to insist in the demonstration protection law in the case of independence to express 

public opinion, anyone who violates is subject to strict sanctions either criminal or civil, 

including on human rights violations (HAM), either ordinary HAM or heavy HAM [25] due to 

the loss of one's life. A strict and definitive legal process for anyone who commits a violation. 

both those carried out by the security apparatus and by civil society, must be processed fairly 

and openly to the public. It is necessary rigor by law enforcement in this case is the judge must 

be brave and firm to guarantee legal certainty in handling cases of demonstrations that cause 

victims of wounds even the death of a person, in accordance with applicable law. 

Freedom to express public opinion has its limits. In accordance with Article 6 of Law Number 

9 of 1998 is responsible freedom. It is explained in Article 6 that: citizens who express public 

opinion are obliged and responsible for: 

a. Respect the rights and freedoms of others; 

b. Respect the generally recognized moral rules 

c. Comply with applicable laws and regulations 

d. Maintain and respect public peace and order; and 

e. Maintain the unity and unity of the nation. 

In this case the law has restricted for a demonstrator should pay attention to the rights of others, 

which are mentioned in the law. In the theory of freedom that a person can express his opinion 
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in public, and everyone can express his opinion both orally and in writing, because it is part of 

Human Rights regulated in Law No. 39 of 1999. In the law, one of them has regulated personal 

rights, and political rights. Where a person can do to convey the freedom of opinion that has 

been guaranteed by law. Indonesia is a pancasila democracy, so with the basic foundation of 

pancasila democracy is set in the Constitution must put forward the values of unity and unity 

in accordance with the content of Article 1 Paragraph 1 of the 1945 Constitution [26] 

The contents of Article 10 in Law No. 9 of 1998 on Independence expressed public opinion, 

explaining that [27] 

a. Submission of public opinion as meant in Article 9 shall be notified in writing to the police. 

b. Notice in writing as meant in Paragraph (1) delivered by the person concerned, the leader 

or person in charge of the group. 

c. Notification as meant in Paragraph (1) no later than 3x24 hours before the start of the 

activity has been received by the local police. 

d. Notice in writing as meant in Paragraph (1) shall not apply to scientific activities on 

campus and religious activities 

In Article 10 paragraph (3) there are restrictions on human rights. Because it gives a limit to 

the freedom to express opinions that are limited by time. While in reality the community is 

sometimes unpredictable when he will exercise the right to express the opinion. Because it 

should be enough with a written report to the local police. 

Law No. 9 of 1998 has been set into law in force, in regulating the freedom of public opinion. 

However, it is not good enough because this law can still be used by individuals for the sake 

of handling demonstrations. In Practice, violations and restrictions on the right to freedom of 

expression still occur everywhere. Based on the monitoring conducted by Kontras, there have 

been at least 294 incidents of violations and restrictions on the right to freedom of opinion and 

expression in demonstrating in Indonesia. A number of cases, as many as 198 events occurred 

in 2013, while 96 events occurred throughout January to September 2014, and other events 

until now in 2022 [28] 

Of the number of cases above, violations and restrictions on freedom of expression most often 

occur in the form of forced dissolution of demonstrations or other forms of presentation of 

opinions. These events are also often accompanied by events of human rights violations and 

other violence, such as: persecution, arrest, torture, to shootings, so that they have excesses in 

the protection of the fundamental rights of the victims. Kontras himself noted that at least 175 

events of forced dissolution occurred during 2013-2014 of which 115 events were accompanied 
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by clashes and other violence [29] 

Based on data from the Indonesian Legal Aid Foundation (YLBHI), according to the head of 

advocacy, Muhammad Isnur said that the findings of the monitoring results from 16 LBH in 

Indonesia during January 22-October 2019, there were 67 cases or 69 percent of the police 

violated the right to express their opinions in public, violations from various levels, Police 

headquarters, police, to police. Blocking action occurred 32 incidents by sweeping, searching, 

raids, and blocking. Forced dissolution there were 57 cases, dissolved with water canon and 

tear gas, and rubber bullets. Another finding was 43 cases of wrongful arrest, the level of which 

was up to the court and the detention of 38 incidents. Furthermore, acts of violence with a 

number of 68 incidents, in which there is an element of threat, intimidation, being expelled 

from school or institution, not getting SKCK, accompanied by stigma, discrimination, 

stereotypes or racism as many as 9 times the incident and which is quite high is the act of 

persecution, torture to the use of live bullets. In addition to the police, other actors who 

committed violations were the TNI 7 percent, community organizations (ormas) as much as 5 

percent, universities/campuses 8 percent, Schools 4 percent, Municipal Police 2 percent, city 

government 1 percent, central government 2 percent to the provincial government and babinsa 

1 percent [30] 

The settlement of the cases was never completed completely, as in the case of the settlement 

of the death of the participants of the 1998 demonstration, there were allegations of serious 

human rights violations in the handling of demonstrations on the campus of Trisakti University, 

by security forces. This resulted in the death of four students and hundreds of others injured. 

National Commission on Human Rights Indonesia has conducted an investigation into the 

incident, and the National Commission on Human Rights Indonesia report concludes there has 

been a gross human rights violation of the incident. The results of the investigation have been 

reported by National Commission on Human Rights Indonesia, and the report file has been 

submitted to the Attorney General; but until now (24 years old) the Attorney General has not 

processed to the level of Investigation and prosecution. The Attorney General's reasoning, 

relating to juridical technical matters, which the public considers irrelevant to the substance of 

the case/issue. But the point is that the political and non-judicial aspects surround these cases 

more [31] 

Efforts to resolve cases of human rights violations in the Trisakti tragedy can be seen from the 

track record of legal proceedings as follows [32] 
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a. On June 6, 1998, the military trial for the Trisakti case began at the military court 11-08 

Jakarta with the accused Lieutenant police Agustri Haryanto and Lieutenant police Pariyo. 

On March 31, 1999, six defendants in the Trisakti case were sentenced to 2-10 months. 

b. On June 18, 2001, the case of the shooting of 4 students of Trisakti University was again 

tried in the military court 11-08 Jakarta. The trial this time proposed eleven members of 

the police Brimob. 

c. On July 9, 2001, the plenary meeting of the House of Representatives listened to the results 

of the Trisakti Special Committee report, Semanggi I, Semanggi II (TSS), delivered by 

Sotardjo Surjoguritno. The contents of the report: PDI P faction, PDKB faction, PKB 

faction (3 factions) stated that the Trisakti case was an element of serious human rights 

violations, while the Golkar faction, TNI/Polri faction, PPP faction , UN faction, reform 

faction, kki faction, PDU faction (7 parties) stated that there were no serious human rights 

violations in the Trisakti case. 

d. On July 30, 2001, the Commission for investigating Trisakti human rights violations was 

established by National Commission on Human Rights Indonesia. In January 2002, nine 

defendants in Trisakti student shootings in military courts were sentenced to 3-6 years in 

prison. 

e. On March 21, 2002, the Commission of investigating Trisakti human rights violations 

concluded that 50 TNI or Polri officers were suspected of involvement in gross human 

rights violations. On March 11, 2003, the Attorney General's office refused to investigate 

the Trisakti case because it was not possible to prosecute the case 2 times (ne bis in idem 

principle). The Attorney General's office stated that the Trisakti student shooting case had 

been tried in a military court in 1999 so that the Attorney General's office could not submit 

the same case to the court. The head of National Commission on Human Rights Indonesia 

stated that the ne bis in idem principle cannot be applied because the defendants tried in 

military courts are field perpetrators, while the main perpetrators have not been tried. 

f. On June 30, 2005, the commission on law and human rights of the DPR recommended to 

the leadership of the DPR RI that the Trisakti case be reopened. The decision on this matter 

will be stated in the meeting of the leadership of the House of Representatives on July 5, 

2005. Support also came from fractions in the DPR, namely PKS fraction, PDI P Fraction 

and PDS fraction. 

g. On July 6, 2005, the DPR leadership meeting failed to schedule the revocation of the 2001 

DPR Special Committee recommendation which stated that the Trisakti case was not a 
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gross human rights violation. Whereas a few days before the level of commission III DPR 

has agreed to cancel the recommendation. 

h. On March 5, 2007, a tripartite meeting was held between National Commission on Human 

Rights Indonesia, Commission III of the DPR RI and the Attorney General's office. In this 

meeting, the Attorney General's office remained adamant that it would not conduct an 

investigation before an ad hoc human rights court was formed. In addition, Commission 

III also decided on the establishment of a special committee (PANSUS) of missing 

persons. 

i. On March 13, 2007, the DPR RI deliberation Board (Bamus) meeting decided that it would 

not schedule the issue of resolving the Trisakti, semanggi I and Semanggi II (TSS) 

tragedies to the plenary meeting on March 20, 2007, meaning that the resolution of the 

TSS case would be closed by itself and return to the previous Special Committee 

recommendations. 

j. A glimmer of hope emerged when April 2015, Attorney General H.M. Prasetyo said the 

government would establish a truth and Reconciliation Commission to resolve human 

rights violations, including the May 12, 1998 shooting. The commission consists of the 

Ministry of Political, Legal and Security Coordinator, the Attorney General's Office, the 

Indonesian State Police, the Indonesian National Army, the State Intelligence Agency and 

the National Human Rights Commission. But finally until now the era of President Joko 

Widodo's leadership has not been resolved related to human rights issues that he died from 

demonstrations from time to time. 

III. CONCLUSION 
The legal certainty that regulates legal protection for demonstrations has not received real 

protection, in practice the understanding of legal protection for this demonstration is 

questionable, because of the fact that there is a judicial process that drags security forces either 

the TNI or the police related to the judicial process of prosecuting demonstration victims who 

died has not been completed and has never been opened in general. So that the meaning of 

legal protection for victims of demonstrations becomes biased, then the content of Article 5 

point b in Law No. 9 of 1998 on independence to express public opinion has not fully protected 

the victims of demonstrations in Indonesia. 

Legal certainty in the implementation in the state of Indonesia based on the data above is not 

all complete in resolving the case of demonstration actions that are victims of injuries and even 

death, there has been no firm action in prosecuting demonstration victims in accordance with 
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Law No. 9 of 1998, the police and security take refuge in securing to be immune to the law by 

using the Police Chief regulation and enforcement with the Criminal Code. So that for Security 

parties who make mistakes is very difficult to be judged, and the existence of political interests 

so that the prosecutor's office does not want to prosecute such as in the victims of Trisakti 

students in 1998 there is no clarity until now. 
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